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Tb PIN DIODE AS A.MICROWAVE MODULATOR 
Martin Clark Faga 
Aqs.t.act 
1. 
Increased use of radio comno,nication bas brought use 
' 
of .higher and higher frequencies in the electromagnetic 
spectrumo While transmission frequencies have risen, 
intelligible and useful information is still contained in 
audio and other low frequency signals. Hence modulation, 
the electronic process of mixing these two signals, is 
a fundamental part of this developmento 
Unfort11nately, modulation methods used with low 
frequency carri81l circuits do not work well, if at all, 
at microwave carrier frequencieso 
The PIN diode is a simple semiconductor device whose 
properties lend it to affective use as a modulator at 
microwave frequencies o 
This paper is concerned with a brief theoretical 
presentation of actual modulating circuits and disci1s-
sion of their operation and results obtained. 
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I. Introduction 
A consequence of man I s ever increasing use of ra• 
· dio cofflffll1nication .is the necessity of using .a .greater 
portion of the electromagnetic spectrum for this comaa 
municationo Bef'ore t"Jorld War 11, use of the .electro-
magnetic spectrum .above 30 megacycles was unusual. The 
press for comtrn1nication channels has brought use of this 
spectrum into the thousa.nds of megacycles. The use of 
these higher frequencies presents many engineering 
problems 9 hence has bro11ght new equipment, new technique, 
and greater knoi~ledge into the field. 
One important technique in all of radio collBIIUDica-
tion is modulation. the process of electronically mixing 
an information signal with a radio signal or carrier which 
will conveniently p.ropagate through spaceo Techniques 
used at low frequencies are .not applicabl·e to high fre-
quency purposes. The development of effective modulation 
methods is basic to the effective utilization of ·higher 
frequencies (100 megacycles and higher). 
A new semi conductor device recently developed by the 
Bell Telephone Laboratories is the PIN diode (p~type-
lntrinsic= n~type). This device responds differently 
at hi.gh and low frequencies. Its properties make it 
useful as a high frequency or microwave modulating device. 
It is the purpose of this paper to develop a 
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technique for the use of the Plll diode .aa a modulator. 
Tb.is will be done in two frequency r.anges : near 600 mega• 
cycles where carrier power is ·carried by copper conductors. 
in a coaxial configuration, and near 8000 megacycles where 
transmission is tbro11gh hollow waveg,1ide sections. Thes9 
two important transrni.ssion media present differing phy-
sical configurations for a PIN modulator with which ex-
periments will be performed. 
This paper will consist, basically, of four sections. 
First basic modulation theory and .an electrical descrip-
tion of the PIN diode will be presented. Second, the 
expected modulation per£ ormance will be analyzed theore-
. ticallyo Tbir.d will be a discussion of experimental 
techniques followed~ fourth, by a discussion and pre• 
sentation of results obtained. 
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II. Theory of the PIN Diode Modulator 
1, .Basis...H29.ul§1£ion Theorx, 
Modulation is a technique almost as old as radio 
communication itself o tmile many types of modulation 
exist 9 amplitude modulation is most widely used largely 
. because of the relative sL111Plicity involved in producing 
and detecting such modulationo The PIN diode is useful 
in produci.n.g amplitude modulatio11 which will be our 
entire interest in this worko 
According to Schwartz~ amplitude modulation implies 
the availability of sinusoidal energy with an output 
voltage or current waveform of the type 
(1) 
V(t) = A cos (t,Jc t + 6) 
where ~ is carrier frequency 9 0 is phase and A is amp-
litude o In amplitude modulated (AM) systems only A var-
ies with timeo It is assumed that the modulating signal 
varies slowly compared with the carriero Thus, an en-
velope variation of the carrier is producedo The AM carm 
rier may be described in the form 
So long as I mf(t)/( 1 the envelope will be an a~curate 
representation of the modulating waveo 
. ! 
It is our desire to modulat~ our high frequency 
sinusoidal signal with low frequency signals which are 
also sinusoidalo 
(2) 
• ----"!""" 
, . 
. 1. 
· ,._ ..,,., ,-· r a· r .~ - - -._, ~- ~- - - . - - - -....- -, - -· . 
Thus f(t) = coawmt 
where 6.) m .is modulation fr.equency. 
Then 
s .. 
r ' 
fc(t) = K(l + mcosWmt)cos Wet = (3) 
• • I 
Kcos(J ct + \Km cos (cJ c + cJ m)t + \Km cos(W c - c..Jm)t 
by the trigonometric sum and difference fornnilas. The 
original modulation frequency ~ has been shifted up in 
frequency and split into tilo frequencies 9 one on each 
side of the carrier frequency f co This is the desired 
result as the sidebands contain our information but at 
a high frequency suitable for radio transmission. 
In seeking a method for producing modulation, we 
note that the mathematical expression for AM appears as 
a product function (Eq. 2), 
We need 9 then, a device in which the output appears 
as the product of the input quantitieso One such device 
is a nonlinear resistanceo The nonlinear output may be 
expanded in a power series of the form 
(4) 
where e0 is output and e1 is input. 
For the circuit in figure 1 
(S) 
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coal,) t C nonlinear device 
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f(t) 
.; ·. 
./ 
Figure 1. Simpl.e Modulator 
Reta~ing only the firs,: two terms of our power 
series, we get 
e0 = a1cos{Jct + a 1f(t) + a2 [cos2wct + 
2f (t)cos 6.Jct + f 2 (tiJ = 
2 2 
a1 f (t) + a 2cos w ct + a 2f (t) 
AM Modulation 
I '; 
,. I 
I •;•i'-
, .•. 
a, L 
(6) 
The second term, by comparison with eq. (2) is the de-
sired AM signal (m = 2a2/a1, K = a 1).. The unwanted terms 
are all different freq.uencies from our modulated term 
and may be filtered out easily. 
i, The·· PL, Diode 
,. 
The PIN diode is a three layer semiconductor device 
I, 
consisting of a layer of p-type· sem1conductor material, a 
center. layer of intrinsic ma.terial 9 and another outer lay-
er of nCQtype materialo The P a.11d N layers are wide re-
lative to the l layer which is less than one diffusion 
length in total width. The diode is a nonlinear, one-port 
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1dnlce hence la potentially useful aa a J1Ddulator aa our 
earlier discussion would indicate. 
The nonlinear action of the diode is .due to the var-
iation of 1 layer resistance with applied signal. At zexo 
bias 9 the I layer shows a high resistance, thus acts as a 
. 
high q capacitance at mi.cro~1ave frequencieso In the for-
ward biased state, the I layer resistance is consider-
ably lower due to conductivity modulation, and the diode 
becomes a low resistance element. The forward biased 
state may be caused by d.c. bias or rectified high level 
microwave power. 
Before any q1,antitative analysis of the diode is be-
gun, a few qualitative remarks are in order about diode 
processes by which currents are conducted. 
When the PIN diode is carrying direct e11rrent only, 
the 1 layer ls filled with injected holes and electrons 
whose concentrations are about equal and are many times 
the equilibrium concentrations normally contained in the 
1 layero At low power levels, minority carrier injection 
into the P and N regions is negligible; recombination 
of holes and electrons takes' place almost entirely in the 
1 layero Carrier concentrations are greatest at the 1 
layer boundaries and decrease to a minimum at a plane 
inside the 1 layer o However~ this effect is sma 11 and 
the concentration may be represented as constant for most 
purposes (see Figure 2). 
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Figure 2o Carrier density distribution 
in the forward biased PIN diode 
. 
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When the PIN diode is driven by microwave power the 
mechanisms of current conduction differ somewhat from the 
. 
aboveo Near the boundaries carrier concentration waves 
are set upo A substantial part of the microwave current 
is carried by diffusion in these two regionso However~ 
these waves are damped out very close to the edges of the 
1 layer; through t~e rest of the layer the carrier con~ 
centrations are constant with time as1d the high f~equency 
current is conveyed by oscillations of the carriers about 
their mean postitionso Thus carrier concentration at the 
center of the l layer has the same shape as for doco or 
low frequencieso However 9 the response of the diode is 
different to microwave frequencies than to doco or low 
freq.uencies o This fact is a_n important reason for the 
usefulness ·of the diode as a microwave modulatoro As we 
,.,, \ 
shall see shortly 9 the diode I layetfresisfance varies 
strongly with doco bias and low frequency current but is 
not varied by microwave current to any appreciable extento 
t' .,,.,, ... , ... ,f/. 
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--·(Not to scale) 
Figure 3. Carrier density in the PIN 
diode at high a.c. drive 
3, PIN Diode 1 I.ayer Besis.tan;e., 
N 
n 
n 
~ 
' 
pD 
x=d 
The most important q11antity in the PlN diode is the 
1 layer resistance. The basic equation for calculating 
l layer resistance is 
R = fW/A 
where f = 1/(nqlln + pq~) 
~ 
and F = resistivity of I layer, assumed uniform 
w = uniform 1 layer thickness 
A= uniform I lay~r cross-sectional area 
p. .= n11mber of electrons in .1 layer per cc 
p = n11mher of ho.las in l layer per cc 
Un =electron mobility 
11p =hole mobility 
•• 
, .. 
(7) 
·, .. 
10. 
1n ca.Lculating the 1 layer reaiataoca, a, it ia aa-·U 
awned that of the variables in eq. (7) only the carrier 
densities p and n are strong functions of bias current, 
10 0 An expression for the carrier densities is obtained 
ass11ming that all recombination takes ·place in the 1 layer 
at a rate determined by the carrier lifetime 't. In the 
steady state 10 is just the C1.Jrrent required to replace 
carriers lost by recombination: 
.i·,.,.··..., ... 
10 = Q/t' = qnAw/'t =qpA.w/'t (8) 
aas1,roi.ng charge neutrality in the 1 layer (n = p). 
'.Che total density of carriers in the 1 layer of both 
p and n types is then 
2n = 210 '7: /qAw carriers/cc (9) 
and from 8Qo (7) the resistance of the 1 layer for d.c. 
injection is given by 
(10) 
ass11mi ng the mobility of both carrier types to be am-
bipolar mobilityj Uo Eqo (9) has beez1 derived under the 
ass11mption of lJDiform carrier distribution throt1ghout 
the 1 layer as well as ,,niform mobility and lifetimeo 
It is !inpor.tant to note that R is a function of current 
which is the basis for its application to modulating cir-
cuits. \ 
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A more rigorous analyais has been made by Leenov2 
but uses sJDall signal ass,,mptions. Fletcher3 uses large 
1 signals but for doco only which is different than the a.c. 
caseo -1.n the case of large signal (relative to df>co bias) 
a~·co problems a more rigorous approach becomes extremely 
difficult if not impossible. Furthermore, our approxi-
mate approach is found to be quite accurate for diodes 
I 
of the physical dimensions such as are used in this 
work. 
4, the Series Mgdulator Ci,r.cuit, 
With the establishment of the basis for resistance 
variation, we are ready to ex.amine actual modulation 
circuitso Our first interest is the series circuit which 
is represe,ited in the following manner: 
- 1 ~ . ._. 
0 J 
I'-.... IL f> 
I, / ~ 
P,IN 
' 
Zo ~- ; 
> 
- I ; -
m 
--
Figure 4 •. , Series Modulator Circuit 
. . . ' ' ~ 
' 
.. 
; ,.-
• 
where Ve= carrier frequmcy voltage gmer:atol!' 
10 = d~c~ bias current 
Im~ modulation frequen~y current 
lL = load current , . 
12. 
Z0 = characteristic impedance of tranSm!.ssion line 
Load is match.ed to line impedance. 
. ,r t 
PIN diode has resistance Rd• 
I and 1 are fed tbrough the PIN diode by the use 
o m 
of appropriate isolating components·which will be seen 
in the actual circuit descriptions to follow. 
By simple circuit analysb we see tbat 
(11) 
where by eq. (10) 
Thus a sketch of IL versus 10 + Im looks like the fol-
lowing: 
I 
I 
- - - -
· Figure 5. Sketch of l.L versus 10 + Im• Series case 
. "· 
--
.. 13 • 
I 
' The heavy straight lines in Figure S represent a 
linear approximation to the curveo 
lt is seen that maximum IL is obtained when ltd is 
nearly zero as is the case -vYith relatively high biaso 
Under zero bias (total bias~ doCo plus modulating curm 
· rent) 9 Rd is extremely high (relative to 2Z0 ) and IL is 
nearly zeroo The exact curve is determined by the spe~ 
cific diode constant~ C9 which controls Rd (eqo 11) as 
well as Ve of the carrier frequency generator and the 
Z of the line used for transmission of powero For any 
0 
such. curve it is seen t:hat 10 should be a curr~"1.t chosen 
so as to fall midway between zero load current and maxcm 
imum lo.ad current as shown on the sketcho As I + I o m 
gives maximum IL and 10 c::, Im must give zero biass, hence 
minimum IL~ it follows that 
Actually I must be slightly greater than 10 bem 
m 
(12) 
cause of the tenda.~cy for the PIN diode to store charge 
which necessitates a small negative signal to 0 clear 0 
0 . 4 
the diode of the stored char·geo 
The pa~all,el case i.s similar in many ways to the serc:1 
ies case just: discusse:do It: may be represented schematiao 
cally by the following figureg 
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Figure 6. Parallel Mo.dula tor Circuit 
le= carrier frequency current generator 
10 = doCe bias 
1m = modulating current 
1 = load current L 
G0 = characteristic admittance of transmission line 
Load is matched to the line admittance. 
PIN diode admittance is represented as Gd• 
I and I are fed to the diode with the use of ap-
o m . 
propriate isolating elements as will be seen in the ac-
tual circuit descriptions to follow. 
Again, by circuit theory we see that 
,. 
(13) 
where Gd is given by eq. (10) as 
where K is a constant dependent on diode characteristics. 
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In this case a sketch of IL versus 10 + Im yields 
the following curve: 
Figure 7. Sketch of IL versus 1 + 1. 
Parallel c~se O m 
Again the straight lines represent a linear ap-
proximation to the actual curve. 
1S. 
In this case IL is minimum 'When Gd is high 'Which oc• 
curs when 1
0 
+ Im is higho · IL is maximum when Gd is min• 
imum which occurs when 10 + Im is algebraically zero. 
Thus 1
0 
and Im are approximately equal for proper circuit 
operation in order that 10 - Im may yield zero bias. This 
is the same as with the.series modulator case. 
The shape of tbJ3 actual curve depends on the pro-
.. , 
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parties of the particular diode in use, the carrier 
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generator output, and the tranemiaa.ian line proparti••• 
·' , 
6. Frequency Dependence, 
It is expected that modulated output with constant 
input current will show a frequency dependencerin trans-
port mechanis~s discussed earlier in this section. 
At low modulation frequencies a plot of carrier 
concentration versus distance through the I layer, x, 
looks like the following: 
p f 
f . 
I N 
I I I I I I /ft I 
L------------r-----t-- Fo 
\\ "'\" \ 
- - ..,._. 
-d 0 d 
Figure B. Sketch of carrier concentration, 
f , versus I layer distance, x. Low frequency 
According to Leenov5 
fo ·= 10 1! /qAw 
(symbols as defined earlier) 
and 
(14) 
,(15) 
It is important: to note that carrier concentration 
la assumed constant across the I layer. Hence a constant 
output from the modulator is expected at low frequencies.· . 
I 
,.. 
) 
. 
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. 
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(By low frequencies ia meant audio to·200-300 ..kilocycles). 
At higher frequencies carrier concentration looks 
more 
p 
like the following: 
f 
-d 
... 
.. 
.... 
1 
.. 
\ \ 
' 
0 
Figure 9. Carrier concentration, f, 
versus I layer distance, Xo 
·,. High frequencies 
In this case Q1 = 11/c.J (16) 
hence f, = Q1/qAw = 11/c..JqAw (17) 
d 
We see a 1/ w dependence for carrier concentration. 
lt is, therefore, reasonable to expect modulated output 
to decrease according to a 1/w (1/f) re1at·1onship if 
input current remains constant. 
.• 
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Thua, it is expected that output will be constant 
at low frequencies then decrease .according to a 1/f re• 
lationship at higher modulation frequencies. It is im-
possible to accurately predict the frequency where this 
~ange will occur under the operating condition of large 
a.c. signal. However, we expect that 
(18) 
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111. Experimental Techniques and Circuits 
5 6 
1, 600 ·Megacycle s.e;ies Circuit .. ' 
. ' 
lt. 
!tis desired to use the PIN diode now in an actual 
modulating circuit v-Yith carrier frequencies ·of 600 mega-
cycles and 8.5 kilomegacycleso Modulating frequencies 
are to extend from 50 kilocycles to s+ megacycles. 
The lower frequency circuit is set up first as shown 
in fig1.1re lOo 
' 
ln this circui·t the General Radio 1209B Unit Osacil-
lator supplies the carrier at 600 megacycles with about 
150 milliwatts output. The coupling capacitor prevents 
doco bias current and modulating current from flowing 
into the high -frequency generator. The Tektronix l90B 
generator supplies modulation frequency current. Re• 
sistance in series with the output provides a constant 
modulating current output to the PIN diode. The low pass 
filter prevents high frequency current from entering the 
modulation generatoro The capacitors at this point block 
the deco biaso DoCo bias is supplied by the Hewlett-
Packard 721A power supply. A Simpson 373 ammeter mea-
sures the bias current and a 15 kilohm resistor serves 
to isolate doco bias from the radio frequency circuitry. 
The PIN diode is inserted in series in the coaxial line 
mounted in a General Radio coaxial insertion unit. 
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/\.J 
.__ l (Tektronix 190B) 
-
680 ohms 
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(GR 874c:,f500) 
I 
20. -
, 
Carrier ,., 
(GR 1209B) ..1. Ool uf 20 cm
 stub tuner 
(GR 874 DW) 
-
-
-
Oscilloscope 
(Tektronix 545A 
15 kohm 
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(Simpson 373) 
-
10 db pad 
-
-
(GR PE 874) 
50 ohm loa 
-
-
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(GR s·74 MR) 
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Figure lOo 600 Megacycle Series Modulation Circuit 
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The 20 centimeter stub tuner serves tbree purposes o It 
supplies a doco return path for the bias current; shorts 
any modulation current which passes through the diode·aa 
this is undesirable in the output; tunes the line to 
provide minimum loss of power in the coaxial transmism 
sion lineo The 50 ohm pad serves to isolate the output 
and help keep the transmission line 1 flat 1 (at constant 
impedance)o The crystal detector serves to demodulate 
the signal and the unit 0 s self~contained 40 megacycle 
low pass filter prevents any high frequency energy which 
may have passed through the crystal from reaching the 
outputo The 50 ohm output load provides a matched load 
into which the demodulated signal is f edo The voltage 
generated across this load is observed and measured on 
the Tektronix 545A oscilloscopeo A sensitive scope plugm 
in unit 9 providing 5 millivolt/centimeter sensitivity~ is 
used. 
This circuit evolved after much experimentation with 
variations of the circuito At first a radio frequency 
bypass capacitor was provided for the d 0 Co bias supplyo 
This proved to be a problem as the capacitor shunted 
radio frequency power to groundo A larger capacitance 
origil1all.y used in the carrier s:tgnal. line proved to be 
a problem as modulating signal current was passing 
through it and being lost in the high frequency generator 
instead of the PIN diodeo The 51 pf capacitor 
.·~ 
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now being uaed eliminates that difficulty without algni• 
figantly impeding high frequency current flow into the 
circuito 
Earlier circuits did not use a high resistan,ce 
. 
(high relative to diode resistance into which it feeds) 
in the modulating generator output. As a result, diode 
resistance cllan.ges caused changes in the output of the 
modulating source. A constant input current is desired 
so that output variations may be related to variations 
in diode modulating efficiency. 
Originally the crystal detector output voltage was 
measured directly with the oscilloscope. This failure 
to provide a matched load preveflted proper operation of 
the crystalo Failing~ at the time, to realize the Cc\USe 
of the difficulties produced it was decided to provide 
variable attenuation preceding the crystal detector in 
order to allow use of the detector as a constant output 
deviceo lt was felt that this technique would eliminate 
the problem of the apparent variation in detector effi~ 
- . 
ciencyo However~ sufficiently accurate variable at~ 
tenuators -viere not available hen.ce the technique had to 
be abandonedo Fortunately, the use of a proper load in 
the output allows the detector to operate at constant 
efficiency thus eliminating the problem. 
The above difficulties cleared up, the circuit des-
crib·ed works very well. As carrier power is limited, 
. . 
• 
" 
.('" 
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it. 
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tbat generator is opera tad. at maxima,m output. The mod-
ulating source and d~c. bias are then adjusted to provide 
maximum undis~orted output as observed and measured on 
the oscilloscope. 
Several diodes were tested in tbis 
Results are as predicted and are tabulated and graphed 
on pages to followo (See Results): 
The operation of the circuit is fo,,nd to be indepen-
dent of modulating current. That is, any modulating cur-
rent value below the distortion level will work equally 
wello However. the value of d.c. bias current is ex• 
.,. 
trernely critical as expected. Sometimes a variation in 
bias of as little as 20 microamperes will cause the cir-
cuit to become inoperative. 
It is readily observed tbat detected output power 
(output modulation) is directly proportional to both 
... modulating current a.....wid carrier power (ioee, carrier cur-
rent squared)o This is to be expected as modulating cur-
rent regulates the resistance swing of the diode and any 
given swing can regulate any amount of carrier power u~ 
to the power limit of the diode. Thus, a relatively 
small mo~ulatin~ signal will regulate a much higher 
power carrier. 
I;.~ 
The diode package, W,hich contains inherent induct-
ance and capacitance~ yields reactive effects at the 
carrier frequency. This causes some attenuation of 
,, 
. \ 
• 
r 
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carrier power across a range of carrier frequencies." 
2, 6QO Megacycle Parallel Circuit, 
A modulating circuit using the diode in a parallel 
configuration is a\so of interest. The circuit copfig-
uration is shown in figt.tre llo This circuit is identical 
to the series configuration except that the diode is in 
parallel or 8across the line 8 • This is done, physical-
ly s, by using a coaxial T section with the insertion ,mit 
containing the diode forming one lego The free end of 
the insertion 11nit is short-circuited to provide a com-
plete radio frequency and d.co path through the diode. 
A 51 pf capacttor is used as a doeo block as the doc• 
short provided by the stub tuner is no longer des ired. 
Only one problem was encountered in the operation 
of this circuito A 4700 pf insertion type capacitor was 
the car+ier generator 
terminalo As this presents a low impedance to the 600 -· 
megacycle signal, no problem was expected. However, j.t 
was discovered that modulating current was being leaked 
~hrough the capacitor ru~d losto This was not only un~ 
desirable from a power loss standpoint but defeats our 
purpose due to the frequency dependence of the effect. 
With the use of the 51 pf capacitor the problem is 
eliminatedo 
. .. 
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Modulation 
-
680 ohms 
( 500 Mc. LP filter 
. " ' 
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-
-
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15k 
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-
-
Oscillosco e 
-
PIN 
-
50 ohm 
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-
-
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-
-10 db· pad 
Crystal detector 
and 40 Meo LP 
filter 
Figure 11. 600 Megacycle Parallel Modulation 
Circuit • 
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This circuit works equalLy·as well aa·the aeries 
1 
configuration, a result which is logically expected. 
DoCo bias current required is about four times that re• 
,.. 
quired for operation of the series circuit. This in• 
creased bias is due to the preseJJCe of shunt admittances 
in parallel with the doc• supply (See figure 6). The cir-
cuit is mucl1. more sensitive to ad_iustment of .modulation .... •., 
level and doco bias. Improper adjustment causes clip• 
ping and strong harmonic generation. This is not sur-
prizing ~ the PIN diode is sometimes used as a harmonic 
7 generatoro 
Modulation output versus fr8quency results are tab-
ulated and graphed in the Results section. Results are 
essentially the same as for the series circuit. In gen• 
eral, the power output level of the modulation (i.e.,· 
detected sideband seen on the o·scilloscope) is less with 
the parallel circuit than for the series configuration. 
This is no doubt due to the fact that the resistance 
swing of the parallel configuration is less than in the 
series caseo (Resistance cannot go above\ of the line 
impedance.) 
3, Q1rc;u1t, 
The next step in our work is to construct a mod-
ulating c·ircuit: operating at X band micro't~1ave frequencies 
(8 ~12 kilomegacycles)o The problems here are efficient 
' . 
:I 
• ' < 
'"'' .;~·· 
' ' 
.. 
use of the diode in a waveguide type transmission line 
. . 
and the resonance effects of the diode package. 
The microwave circuit is shoifil in figure 12. The 
Alfred sweep generator provides carrier current at any 
27. 
-f req_uency from eight to twelve kilomegacycles • The 
Hewlett~Packard X5.32B absorption t~avemeter provides an 
accurat:e raeas1JJ:ement of operating carrier frequency. The 
Hewlett~Packard X375A and X382A variable attenuators ad-
just power levels to either side of the PIN diode when 
and if desiredo A Hewlett~Pacltard X870A slide screw 
tuner provides tuning of the transmission line which is 
usually quite critical. An H-P X478B thermister and 4300 
power meter are used at the output to measure micro,-1ave 
power outputo An .H•P X421A crystal detector and Tek• 
tronix 545A oscilloscope are substituted to provide de-
tected output for measurement and observation. 
The diode is mounted in a special waveguide 
specifically designed and constructed for this purpose. 
Essentially~ the diode is across the waveguide so as to 
modulate the E field at the modulatior1 frequency o Mod .. 
ulatio:r1 ct11erent: and do Co bias are fed through the diode 
by means of connectors attached to the waveguide diode 
structure. Modulation current is returned to ground 
through a capacitor bypassing the daco bias circuitry. 
D.Co bias is· ret,irned tbrough the modulating generator 
circuitry. 
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Figure 12. 8.5 Kilomegacyc:le Seri·es 
Modulation Circuit ""-
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At microwave frequencies resonance effects due to 
diode and encapsulation inductance a11d capacitance are 
expected. These effects are, indeed, very pronounced 
with· this· circuit. With the· particular diod'es in use, 
circuit operation is possible only near Be.5 kilomega-
cycleso It is interesting to note that all diodes test-
ed resonate or 1 tune 1 very near 8.5 kilomegacycles. 
While the diodes themselves differ, their encapsulation 
is identicalo Thus it appea~s that most resona11ce ef-
fects are due to the diode encapsulation rather than the 
semiconductor itself. It was expected that reverse bias-
ing of the diode, thus increasing the diode capacitance, 
would alter the resonance frequency. However, if the ef-
fect occurred at all it is 11nmeasurable. It is likely 
that the diode capacitive effect is negligible compared 
to encapsulation capacitive effect. 
Actual operation of the circuit is identical to 
lower frequency operations in terms of modulation and 
bias currents requiredo This is expected as the diode 
is doing exactly the same job it had been doing in the 
previous circuits. Results are the same as for our low 
(7 
frequency experiments and are presented in the Results 
sectiono 
1n order to determine the percentage of modulation 
~I. . (, 
obtainable the crystal detector and oscilloscope are 
used as a power indicator after calibration idth the 
power meter. High frequency (carrier) power is seen as 
.. 
i·· ., \ 30. 
a change in d.c. level on the oscilloscope. 
possible to compare carrier and 
modulated power outputse I It is easily seen that 100% 
' ,... 
modulation, or ver~ nearly 100%, is readily obtainable 
. with all diodes. Thus, distortion caused by overdriving 
with modulation current is due to overmodulationo This 
is not surprising as the diode is biased through mod• 
ulation from a low loss condition to a very high loss 
condition in which practically no carrier is passed. 
This corresponds to complete modulation. 
A 10 dbo directional coupler is added to the micro-
wave circuit iIIDDediately preceding the diode. Using a 
power meter at this point and our calibrated detector 
at the output it is possible to determine insertion 
losso Insertion loss is found to vary widely with bias 
of the diode and is very small (almost unmeasurable) when 
the diode is biased to provide good matching in the 
waveguide (or coaxial transmission line). 
4, carrier Rectif;cation, 
• It is k.nown that a small portion of the carrier cur-
rent is rectified by the diode. A circuit, shown in fig-
ure 13 9 was constructed to attempt measurement of this 
phenomenon. 
,,. 
-·· 
__ ,,.--,-_~ .. , 
I 
, 
,· 
. ,,,. 
• 
Carrier 
51 pf 
10 uh 
4700 f 20 db pad 
5 ohms -micro- · 
voltmeter 
31 • 
power 
meter 
Figure 13. CirCUit to Measure R.F. Rectification 
The generator supplies energy from 65~900 megacycles 
for the testo The 51 pf capacitor is a doCo bloclto A 
10 uh choke and 5 ohm resistor form ad.co path across 
the diode through which the rectified current flows. A 
4700 pf capacitor acts as another doco block while a 20 
dbo pad provides loading and isolationo A power meter 
indicates radio frequency power through the diode. 
The expected effect is easily seen on the microvolt~ 
metero However, laclc of sensitivity and stability of the 
available instrume11.t made accurate and signifigant mea-
surements impossible. It is readily apparent, however, 
that rectified current decreases with increase in fre-
quency as theory predictso The ratio 1 / I doCo r 0 f 0 
varies from approximately 0.3 at 80 megacycles to 0.02 
at 900 megacycles. 
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IV. Results 
Each of the three circuits .used to obta:t.n the results, 
which appear graphically on the follovrl..ng pages, is op-
erated as follows: Maximum available carrier power is 
supplied to the diode. D.C. bias current and modulating 
current are then jointly adjusted in· order to provide max-
imum undist:orted output as indicated on the oscilloscope. 
The detected output measured is a measure of the mod-
ulation amplitude, m, which appears in eqo (2)o Tests of 
this technique show that it provides near 100% modulation 
as indicated in the previous section. 
Results may be s,iDDDBrized into the following state-
ments: 
1 o Hi.gh level, accurate (undistorted) output mdulation 
may be obtained with each of the three circuits used. 
2o The PIN diode works equally well at low and high micro-
wave frequencieso 
3. F.ach modulated output versus frequency. curve shows a 
break· frequency f b; for fm < fb the detected signal 
is constant, while for fm> fb the detected signal 
decreases according to a 1/f relationship. fb is 
approximately equal to 1/1: • 
4. Circuit operation is not affected by carrier signal 
• \ 
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level within diode pow~. 1·1rnitations (which allows 
about 3 watts for the diodes used). 
S. Best operation is obtained when modulating current is 
very .slightly greater than doCo bias current. 
6. Low level tm>.dulation signals completely 1m>dulate 
much larger carrier signalso · The gain in modulation 
is as high as 104 o ,, 
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Figure 15. Modulated Output versus Frequency. 
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Figure 16. Modulated Output versus Freq~_~cy. 
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Figure 17. Modulated Output versus Frequency. 
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Figure 19. Modulated Output versus Frequency. 
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Figure 21. Modulated Output versus Frequency 
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